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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The changing concept of the uses of the typewriter has had an enor-
mous effect on the teaching of typewriting. In addition to the vocation-
al objective, the personal-use objective has been added. Personal-use 
typewriting has as its goal the material that the student is likely to 
typewrite for himself; vocational typewriting is focused on what others 
want typed for them. The distinguishing characteristic in teaching the 
two is therefore not the skill accomplishment so much as the kind of 
material involved (13). 
A study released by Hosler and Maske (4) seems to substantiate the 
reasoning that students in a personal-use typing class can achieve baste 
skills in typing, comparable to those attained in a vocational class for 
the same amount of instruction ti,e. 
In the typewriting program, the curr i culum may be designed for non-
business students as well. The growth of personal-use typewriting in 
junior and senior high schools has been phenomenal, and a decision per-
haps should be made as to whether the course should be given as a separ-
ate course or whether the course should be incorporated into the voca-
tional program. Nolan and Hayden (10) state that the trend seems to be 
away from the separate course (vocational and personal-use), as there 
seems to be no particular advantage in separating one group from the 
other in beginning typewriting. In advanced typewriting, however, separ-
ation is necessary although many schools offer only one or, at the most, 
two s~m~st~rs of typ~writing for p~rsonal us~ (12). 
Originally, typ~writing was a vocational subj~ct, but tim~s hav~ 
chang~d. Th~ typ~writ~r has b~com~ g~n~rally acc~pt~d for p~rsonal-us~. 
Th~ typ~writ~r is, th~r~for~, coming into its own as on~ accept~d tool 
of writt~n communication. 
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On~ does not need p~rsonal typewriting just to get through s~condary 
school or colleg~, although it do~s help. One n~~ds typ~writing to get 
through life. The res~arch professor who laboriously handwrit~s his 
not~s might conc~ivably doubl~ his production, and thus his gift to 
soci~ty, with th~ h~lp of this tool (8). 
A definite tr~nd can b~ s~en in th~ idea that ~v~ryon~ should learn 
to typ~ as a p~rsonal conv~ni~nc~ and as a tool of expr~ssion. The im-
portant plac~ of communication in g~n~ral ~ducation, plus finding that 
th~ typewrit~r incr~as~s th~ ability to ~xpr~ss, hav~ combin~d to bring 
this about , On~ study indicat~d that among stud~nts th~ms~lv~s, such a 
plan is compl~t~ly acc~ptabl~. Kosmata (5), in a survey of high school 
pupils, found 98 p~r c~nt favoring a r~qui r.~d cours~ in p~rsonal-us~ 
typ~writing at th~ high school l~v~l. 
It is th~r~for~ appar~nt that th~ us~s of p~rsonal typ~writing may 
b~ taught in s~parat~ cours~s; oth~r than thos~ d~sign~d sp~cifically 
for vocational purpos~s. How~v~r, th~ b~ginning stag~ of typewriting 
dev~lopm~nt, wheth~r it be nonvocational or vocational, may also b~gin 
with th~ basic conc~pts of obtaining c~rtain basic typ~writing skills 
that ~nabl~ th~ stud~nt to typ~ with som~ d~gr~~ of sp~ed and accuracy. 
Wh~ther typ~writing is tak~n for so-call~d p~rsonal-us~ or job pr~­
paration, the r~al measur~ of a typist's ability is found in his capacity 
to put his skill to work. A student interested in typewriting for per-
sonal-use seeks to learn to type, not for taking formal speed tests, but 
for using his skill in preparing notes (7). 
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The trend in education for democracy--or for life--has been apparent 
in business education . Schools are now interested in the whole individual , 
a nd education for life is one of the aims of these schools. It is not 
enough to educate high school pupils in typewr i ting ; they must be helped 
to develop as adult citizens--in the home, the occupation, the community, 
and society in general. 
Although there seems to be a controversy between vocational and non-
vocational typewriting course content, there are certain functions of a 
typewriter that a student must learn in order to obtain the personal-
use aspects of typewriting as well as the basic concepts of typewriting. 
Since typewriting is a relatively popular subject in secondary and 
collegiate schools, the course should be available to all who desire to 
enroll, and the typewriting program should be designed to meet the needs 
of those who do enroll. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the uses 
of personal typewriting by students at the secondary and collegiate 
levels. 
More specifically, the following comparisons were made of the 
uses of personal typewriting by: 
1. High school students and college students. 
2. High school juniors and high school seniors. 
3. High school seniors and college freshmen. 
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4. High school seniors and college seniors. 
5. High school females and high school males. 
6. High schoo l males and college males . 
7. High school females and college females. 
B. College females and college males. 
9. College juniors and co llege seniors. 
10. College freshmen and college seniors . 
De limitations 
This investigation is concerned with students at Skyview High School, 
Smithfield, Utah, and Utah State University, Logan, Utah. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of assisting the reader, the follm;ing terms are 
defined: 
Personal-use. Use of the typewriter for nonvocational purposes. 
Vocational . Refer ring to a specific field or job placement. 
Nonvocational. Referring to a nonspecific fie ld or nonjob placement. 
Uses of persona l tvpewriting . Same definition as :lpersonal use . :• 
Beginning typewriting (elementa ry) . For students with no previous training 
in typewriting . Designed to deve lop a thorough knowledge of the keyboard 
a nd machine parts. Personal-use typing prob l ems , centering , letter styles . 
Intermediate typewri ting. Assumes previous training in typewrit ing. 
Emphasis on ski ll building, typing of l etters , envelopes, manuscripts, 
business forms, and tabulation exercises. 
Advanced typewriting. Emphasis on skill building, number proficiency, 
typewriting of letters, envelopes, manuscripts, business forms, and 
tabulation excercises. Secretarial projects are included. 
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High school student (referring to th i s investigation). Grades 9 through 12. 
College student (referring to this investigation). Any student who is offi-
cially registered (grades 13 through 16). 
Semester. Eighteen weeks of an academic school year. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RElATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Literature was reviewed to gain a better understanding of how personal 
typewriting relates to general education and how the uses of personal type· 
writing differs from that of vocationally oriented typewriting. This re-
view concerns itself with the writer's ideas, reports, releases, statis-
tics, and information provided by educators in the area of business educa-
tion. 
Expressed Opinions 
Many students are enrolled in vocational or personal typewriting 
courses. These courses are generally considered to be an area of gen-
eral education. Many educators agree that everyone should learn how to 
type, regardless of personal, academic, professional, or vocational as-
pirations (6). The knowledge explosion of the past 25 years has had an 
influence on the new role typewriting has assumed. Typewriting is con• 
sidered an essential work-study skill, or educational tool, for it helps 
the student cope with the masses of new knowledge. Krevolin (6, p. 13) 
reported that a study released by Alan C, Lloyd in 1969, revealed the 
following information concerning typewriting enrollments: 
Adults 
College and University 
Junior College 
Business School 
Who Takes Typing? 
Vocational 
115,000 
45,000 
180,000 
470,000 
Nonvocational 
10,000 
5,000 
20,000 
30,000 
High School--TWelfth Grade 
High School--Eleventh Grade 
High School--Tenth Grade 
Junior High School 
Elementary School 
TOTAL TYPING ENROLLMENTS 
450,000 
450,000 
600,000 
2,310,000 
150,000 
700,000 
650,000 
110,000 
1,675,000 
Krevolin (6, p. 13) also indicates that in addition to being an impor-
tant communicative ski ll, there are ancillary benefits from learning to 
typewrite. Krevo1in (6, p. 13) states that studies indicate inconvertibly 
that typewriting benefits vocabulary, reading, spelling, and other language 
skills. 
Typewriting also influences positive subject matter acquisition. It 
helps develop favorable attitudes and habits, reinforces basic English 
knowledge, provides confrontation with a precision machine, facilitates 
the gathering of general information in a subliminal fashion from the 
content of timed writings and practice copies, fosters techniques, liber-
ates the creative mind from the limitations of handwriting, and contributes 
to remedial education (6, p. 13). 
Research, therefore, has indicated that typewriting may be an impor-
tant aspect of general education. 
Another area in which many educators often disagree is that of per-
sona1 typewriting versus vocational typewriting. This review does not 
intend to discuss in length the total aspect of this question. However, 
an exerpt from the study released by Hosler and Maske (4) indicates that 
students in a personal-use typewriting class can achieve basic skills in 
typing comparable to those attained in a vocational class for the same 
amount of instructional time. 
As Krevolin (6, p. 13) indicated, there are many students who are 
taking typewriting. What about those who have already taken a typewri-
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ting course? What do they use typewrit1ng for? The remainder of this 
review will be devoted to the uses of personal typewriting. 
l~anous (!4) suggested that students can be taught to write on the 
typewriter. They can be taught to do so in a one-semester course. Be-
cause of the great need college students have for this type ot training, 
the recommendation is made that colleges everywhere consider the possibil-
ity of organizing a personal typewrit1ng program (14). The objectives of 
a personal typewriting course would be to teach a student to use the type-
writer as a writing tool and to use it with the acceptable speed and 
accura~y (14). In the typing classes at UCLA, approximately the first 
six weeks of the course is used to cover the keyboard and manipulation of 
machine parts, to lay the foundation for typewriting skill by stressing 
proper stroking and machine handling techniques, and to increase speed 
and accuracy in typewriting from straight copy. Thereafter, the course 
deals wi th the following topics (14): 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
personal notes and letters 6. 
personal business letters 7. 
simple business letters B. 
essays, speeches, simple 9. 
reports 10. 
reports and manuscripts 
(with footnotes) 11. 
outlines 
tables 
co crection of errors 
care of the typewriter 
integration of writing 
with the typewriter 
development of composing 
skill 
Hosler (3) suggested that if a personal typewriting cour se is taught 
for only one semester , it should be different from a one semester voca-
tional typewriting course. Production work should be devoted entirely 
to personal-use activities namely, manuscript writing, personal letters, 
personal business letters, composition at the typewriter, and preparation 
of materials for reports typed at various schools and c011'a11llnity organiza-
tions (3). 
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A master's study by Carmella E. Nuciio (11) found the activities in 
the following list to be the ten most frequent activities of students. 
The listing is given in order of the frequency determined by the study: 
1. book reports or reviews 
2. manuscripts or reports with footnotes 
3. addressing envelopes 
4 . letter or note to friend 
5. straight copy typewriting 
6. outlines for reports or manuscripts 
7. formal reports (not footnotes) 
B. letter to a businessman or business firm 
9. personal data report 
10. composing at the typewriter 
Bishop (1) ascertains that for many years the need for personal 
typewriting has been recognized by college preparatory students, their 
parents, and educators. Bishop (1) suggests that the content of the per-
sonal typewriting course for this group naturally would differ from the 
regular typewriting course. Emphasis should be placed on correct learn-
ing techniques, manuscripts, essays, theme writing, and enough letter 
writing to teach the simple business-letter forms that would enable the 
students to type (1). 
Nemecek (9) states that the teacher of personal typewriting often 
attempts to familiarize the student with a wide variety of typing acti-
vities such as invoices, memorandums, several letter styles, and many 
others. Nemecek (9) suggests that the students type the following in 
a personal typewriting course: 
1. complete manuscript with footnotes 
2. personal-business letter (one style) 
3. straight copy speed and accuracy 
4. outlines 
5. complete formal reports (no footnotes) 
6. business letter (one style) 
7. composition at the typewriter 
B. personal data sheet 
9. correlation procedures 
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10. envelopes and letter folding 
11. tables and tabulation 
12. bound manuscript, short and long 
13. form fill in 
14. carbon copy usage 
15. care of the typewriter 
Bishop (1, p. 300) suggests that schools offer a personal 
typewriting course at the tenth grade level. This appears to be ad-
visable for a number of reasons: 1) After taking typewriting in the 
tenth grade, the students would be prepared to typewrite their personal 
work in their junior and senior years in high school. 2) The college 
prep student would have a skill that could be used to his advantage in 
college. 3) Students are at a higher responsive learning age in the 
tenth grade, more so than at other high school grades. Bishop (1, p. 
300) also states that a personal typewriting course should not be in-
traduced in the twelfth grade because the students have acquired too 
many incorrect fingering habits as a result of trying to typewrite 
assignments in the previous two years. As it would be a difficult j ob 
to eliminate the incorrect habits in a personal typewriting course, 
Bishop (1, p. 300) again suggests that offering a personal typewriting 
course at the twelfth grade would be inadvisable and offering it at 
the tenth grade level would be most advisable. However, Bishop (1) 
does not indicate whether a personal typewriting course should be in-
traduced earlier than the tenth grade level. 
Coppola (2) suggests that high schools prepare their graduates 
for the future. This refers to the Tappan Zee High School's (2, p. 30) 
program which offers to seniors a one-semester course in personal type-
writing. 
SL!IIIII1ary 
From this review ot literature, it is evident that many educators 
believe that high school and college students should obtain some personal 
typewriting, whether it be in a separate course, or in a general typewri-
ting program. Many typewriting instructors have offered their opinions 
as to what should be included in the personal typewriting course if it is 
to be offered. There are or have been various studies to determine what 
the actual uses of personal typewriting are. This investigation w~ll 
seek out how students use their typewrit~ng for personal-use or on a 
nonvocational basis, 
11 
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CHAPrER I II 
PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
This chapter is divided into four sections describing each of the 
procedure.s used in conducting this investigation. 
The first part describes the development of a list of the uses of 
personal typewriting to be used on the investigative questionnaire. The 
second part deals with the selection of students used in this investiga-
tion. The third part discusses the procedure for investigating these 
students. The last part describes the methods of handling the data. 
Developing a List of Uses of Personal Typewriting 
In order to begin this study, it was necessary to develop a list of 
the uses of personal typewriting high school and college students could 
possibly use. Referring to the literature reviewed, many items concern-
ing the usage of personal typewriting were found . Among the items listed 
in the review were: 
1. personal letter 8. formal reports 
2. outlines (no footnotes) 
3. personal data sheet 9. tables 
4. notes to friends 10. manuscript 
5. addressing envelopes (with footnotes) 
6. invita tiona 11. book reports 
7. business letter 12. announcements 
These items were selected to be placed on the questionnaire, in 
addition to a space provided for the student to express the use of any 
other uses of personal typewriting. 
The questionnaire developed included the aforementioned uses in 
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addition to questions concerning personal and vocational typewriting. 
The student's sex and year in school were also asked. Also, college 
students responding were asked to give their collegiate major and minor. 
High school students responding were asked to give their major field of 
interest. The questionnaire developed is included in the Appendix of 
this investigation. 
Selection of Students 
Five-hundred and fifty questionnaires were distributed among high 
school and college students, either in class or individually. Of the 
five-hundred and fifty, one-hundred and fifty were used for this inves-
tigation. Of the one-hundred and fifty, seventy-five were high school 
students and seventy-five were college students. In order for the 
questionnaire to be acceptable, each student must have completed at 
least nine weeks of typewriting, in order to verify that the student 
had some knowledge of the typewriter and its functions. If the student 
did not respond to this particu lar question included on the question-
naire, the questionnaire was discarded, or if a student did not have 
the acceptable standard of nine weeks of previous typewriting, the 
questionnaire was also discarded. 
Of the five-hundred and fifty questionnaires that were distributed, 
two-hundred and ten were acceptable. Of the acceptable two-hundred and 
ten, one-hundred and twenty were college students and ninety were high 
school students. 
Investigation 
Numbers were then assigned to each questionnaire (numbers one through 
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one-hundred and twenty for the college students and numbers one through 
ninety for the high school students). The students were then selected 
by random sampling from each respective group. As mentioned, seventy-
five questionnaires were selected from the college group and seventy-
five questionnaires were selected from the high school group. The stu-
dents responding to this questionnaire were enrolled in the 1971-72 
academic school year at Skyview High School and at Utah State University. 
Students responding may have had typewriting instruction during previous 
academic years in attendance at either of the two schools mentioned. 
Handling of Data 
The results of each questionnaire were analyzed and all of the 
questionnaires were then synthesized for specific information. 
The results of the comparisons, along with the review of related 
literature, constitute the recommendations and discussion for possible 
personal-use typewriting course content. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Data were collected from five hundred fifty students enrolled at 
Skyview High School, Smithfield, Utah, and Utah State University. Two-
hundred ten of the questionnaires were usable. Of the two-hundred ten 
questionnaires that were acceptable, seventy-five were selected from the 
high school group and seventy-five were selected from the college group. 
Of the seventy-five high school student questionnaires that were 
obtained, forty-six were juniors and twenty-nine were seniors. Of the 
seventy-five high school students responding, forty were females and 
thirty-five were males. 
Of the seventy-five college students responding, nineteen were 
freshmen, thirty-one were sophomores, eleven were juniors, and four-
teen were seniors. Of this number, forty-five were females and thirty 
were males. 
!t was rather unusual that high school freshmen and sophomores were 
excluded from this investigat1on. This resulted from the very few stu-
dents from these grades who had taken the acceptable riine weeks of type-
writ1ng. Also, through the random process, many of the remaining fresh-
men and sophomore questionnaires were deleted from the final selection. 
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From the final one-hundred fifty acceptable questionnaires, infor-
mation sheets were compiled for both the high school students and the 
college students. Within each group, information sheets were also compiled 
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according to sex and grades. These information sheets, which are included 
in the Appendix of this investigation, provide the necessary information 
to make percentage comparisons of each group, and between sex and grades. 
The information sheets follow the same flow of information that was pre-
sented on the questionnaire. For example, under responses, question number 
one is ''Do you intend to go to college?" This question is also question 
number one on the questionnaire. As this question is not applicable to 
college students, it is so indicated on each of the college information 
sheets. The outcome of each question is expressed in percentages, along 
with the number of students in each category responding. Under the uses 
of personal typewriting, the number of students responding from their 
respective group (as shown at the top of the information sheet) along with 
the percentages of that respective group, are given to aid the readers 
of this investigation. For example, on INFOR}~TION SHEET #1 (located in 
the Appendix), the first information provided is the title of the infor-
mation sheet (in this case, HIGH SCHOOL STIJDENTS--JUNIOR MALES). Then 
the total number of high school males is so indicated (35 investigated). 
The next sentenr.e refers to the number of high school juniors investigated 
(which is 23) and the percentage of high school junior males investigated 
to the total number of high school males investigated (which is 35). 
Thus, 23 is 65.71 per cent of 35. 
Concerning the responses, each question was directed as to the head-
ing of the information sheet, in this instance HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS--
JUNIOR MALES. Each question gives the number of students responding and 
corresponding percentages. For example, 12 of the 23 high school junior 
males responded YES to question number one. Therefore, 12 is 52.17 per 
cent of 23. Responses included both YES and NO corresponding percentages. 
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The uses of personal typewriting were also investigated. A list of 
possible uses of personal typewriting (in addition to uses given by the 
students that were not included on the questionnaire) were included on the 
information sheets. The number of responses and corresponding percentages 
were compiled and given on the information sheets. For example, on INFOR-
MATION SHEET #1 (see Appendix), 17 or 73.91 per cent of the 23 high school 
junior males investigated typed a personal letter for personal use. 
From the statistics provided from the information sheets, compari-
tive tables are given in the investigation, according to respective 
groups, sexes, and grades . 
The comparitive talbes are divided into two parts. The first table 
will list the comparisons of the responses to the five questions that were 
included on the investigative questionnaire. The second table summarizes 
the comparisons of the responses to the uses of personal typewriting. 
The data in Table lA, show the comparisons of college students and 
high school students responding to the five indicated questions. As the 
first question is not applicable to college students, percentages per-
taining to this question are not given. ·The only noticeable difference 
between the two groups comes in the fif th or last question. It seems 
that more high school students believe that the content of a vocat ional 
typewriting course should be the same as a personal typewriting course, 
whereas the majority of college students believe that the content of a 
vocational typewriting course should not be the same as a personal type-
writing course. 
Table lA. Cc4>a;: t :wn of College Students and High Schoo l Students . Five Indicated Questions. 
Investig<lted _12_. Number of High School Students InvestigAt ed ...1!_. 
Res onses 
College Stude nts 
No, No, lOT AI. tOtAl. No, 
q ues tions YES 7. NO X No 7. YES 
1. Do you intend to go to college? 51 
If YES, do you have a definite major 28 
in mindt 
2. Did your previous typewriting course 63 84,00 12 16.00 H 100,00 57 
cover all the material that was nc• 
cessary for you to t ype for personal 
usel 
3, Do you feel that you need further 16 21.33 59 78.67 7S 100.00 30 
instruction as to the uses of personal 
typewritlngt 
4, Do you feel tha t t he l nformntion pre- 63 84,00 12 16.00 75 100,00 ss 
sented in a pt!:r aont~o l typewr iting 
course could be presented in a gen-
eral typewriting course1 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vo- 25 33,33 50 66,67 75 100,00 38 
cationnl typcvriting course should be 
the sa!ll.e as a personal t ypewri ting 
course? 
Number of College Student• 
H18h Schoo l Students 
No, tOTAl. 
7. NO 7. No, 
68.00 24 32 .00 75 
51 •• 90 23 45. 10 51 
76.00 18 24.00 75 
i.o.oo 45 60.00 75 
73,33 20 26,67 75 
50 ,67 37 49.33 75 
TOTAl. 
X 
100.00 
100,00 
100.00 
100.00 
100 , 00 
100,00 
.... 
00 
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Table iB, shows a comparison of the uses of personal typewriting by 
college students and high school students. The college students responded 
with higher percentages in most cases, particularly regarding the use of 
the personal data sheet, business letters, and formal reports. Percent-
ages given refer to the number of students responding to each use of 
personal typewriting as compared with each group's total responses. For 
example, 58 college students (from a total number of 75) responded to 
number one (personal letter). Therefore, 58 of 75 is 77.33 pe r cent. 
The data in Table 2A, give the comparisons of high school juniors 
and high school seniors responding to the five indicated quest i ons. A 
higher percentage of high school seniors than high school juniors indi-
cated their intention of going to college. High school seniors also 
responded that the content of a vocational typewriting course should be 
the same as a personal typewriting course, whereas the majority of high 
s chool juniors felt that the content should not be the same. Explanation 
for the disparity of the responses given was not indicated. 
Table 2B, lists the comparisons of the uses of personal typewriting 
by high school juni~rs and high school seniors. Except for typing p~r­
s onal data sheets and manuscripts, high school juniors responded with a 
higher percentage on each of the other uses of personal typewriting than 
did the high school seniors. 
The data in Table 3A, give the comparisons of high school seniors 
and college freshmen responding to the five indicated questions. As the 
first question is not applicable to college freshmen, percentages per-
taining to this question are not given. High school seniors felt that 
the content of a vocational typewriting course should be the same as a 
pe rsonal typewriting course, whereas the majority of college freshmen 
Table lB. Uses of Per sonal Typewriting: Comparison of College Students and High School 
Students . Number of College Students Investigated 75 • Number of Hi gh 
School Students Investigated ....]1_. --
Us es of Personal Type~orriting 
1. personal letter 
2. outlines 
3. personal d.ata sheet 
4. notes to friends 
5. addressing envelope a 
6. invitations 
7. business letter 
8. forcal rE:poxta. · 
(no footnotes) 
9. tables 
10 . oanuscript 
(with footnotes) 
ll. book reporta 
12. announcements 
Coll ege Student s 
number 
r e sponding '1. 
58 77,33 
54 72.00 
41 54.67 
32 42.67 
62 82,67 
24 32.00 
55 73.33 
63 84.00 
32 42.67 
62 82.67 
56 74.67 
l5 20.00 
Re s onses 
Hi~h Schoo l Students 
number 
responding '%. 
57 76.00 
41 54.67 
18 24.00 
32 42.67 
54 72.00 
26 34.67 
44 58.67 
41 54.67 
19 25.33 
55 73 , 33 
45 60.00 
15 20,00 
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Table 2A . Coropori&on o! U1gh School Juniors and ltich School Se niors. Five Indica t e d Que s tion s . 
Inveotieatcd ...!§.._. Nu:nber of Uigh School Seniors inve oti&nted .1.2.._. 
Reo onnes 
Hifih School J uniors 
No. No. TOTAL TOIAL No. 
guestions YES 'l. NO 'l. No. "1. n:s 
1. Do you intend to go to colleg~? 28 60.87 18 39.13 46 100.00 23 
lf YES, do you have a definite mnjor 14 50.00 14 50.00 28 100.00 14 
f.n mlod1 
2 . Di d your previous typcwrlt ing cours c 35 76 . 09 11 23.91 46 100.00 22 
cover all the tMterial thn t v a s n e -
c.esury for you to type for p':!rsonsl 
use? 
3. Do you feel tho.t you need further 20 cd .lt6 26 56.52 46 100.00 10 
ins t ruction as to the uses of personal 
type'olt'1ting1 
4. Do you feel that the in!Ot'll!.!l tlon pre- 33 71.74 13 28.26 46 100.00 22 
•ented in a peroonal typcvr1tfng 
c:ouroe could be presented 1n o. gcn-
era] typewriting couroe? 
5. Do you feel tho.t the content of a vo ... 22 47.83 24 52.17 46 100.00 16 
cotlonol typcvriting course should be 
the some 40 a personal typC\olr~ting 
couroci 
Numbe r of High School Juniors 
High Schoo l Sen i ors 
No. TOTAL TOIAL 
"1. NO "1. No. l 
79.31 20.69 29 100.00 
60.87 39.13 23 100.00 
75.86 24.14 29 100.00 
34,48 19 65.52 29 100.00 
75.86 24 .11~ 29 100.00 
55.17 13 44 . 83 29 100.00 
N 
,_. 
'l'.,ble 2B. Uses of Pe:.:sonal Typewriting: Con:parison of High School Juniors and Hich Sc:~ool 
Senioro. N~ber of High School Juniors Investigated 46 • Number of High 
School Seniors Investigated _12_. --
Resoonses 
Hi2h School Juniors High School Senio:.:.:; 
nl.llllber nucbcr 
Uses of Pcrconal Typew-riting responding t respondin<; t 
l. personal letter 37 80 .43 20 68.97 
2. outlineD 27 58.70 14 4S.2S 
3. peroonal data sheet 11 23.91 24.1.!;. 
4. notes to friends 23 50.00 31.03 
5. e.ddressiDg envelopea 34 73.91 20 68.97 
G. invi t ations 19 41.30 24.14 
7. business letter 28 60.87 16 55.17 
8. iormsl reports 
(no footnote&) 
27 58.70 14 48.28 . 
9. tables 14 30.43 17.24 
10 . r::anuscript 31 67.39 24 82.76 
(with · footnotes) 
" 
book reports· 31 67.39 14 48.2S 
12. announceiaCil.ta 12 26.09 10.34 
22 
~·~.:.~b 3.\. Cc. ~rct" ioon of Hi!;h School 5Dnio"t"o end College Frcoht::~n. l?'iv~ lndlcntc d Qucotton3. 
lmlc:Jti::;at::!d _?:_!_. Nu:nb.~ r Qf Collccc P·i."caht:.cn Iuveott&atcd __!!_. 
Res on sea 
!!!.Hh School Seniors 
No. No. Ta!AL TOTAL No. 
gucuttons YES :t NO :t No. :t YES 
1. Do you intend to go to college:1 23 79.31 20.69 29 100.00 
If YES • do you have n definite major 14 60.87 39.13 23 100 .oo 
in m1nd1 
2. Did your previous typ ~::uriting cour3e 22 75.86 24.14 29 100.00 l2 
cover oll the cntm:lal the~ t uDs nc-
ccseary for you to type for peroonal 
usc? 
3. Do you feel that you need further 10 34.48 19 65.52 29 100.00 
in stt:uction as to the usea of peroonal 
typcut:iting1 
4. Do you feel thb.t the infol;uatlon pre .. 22 75.86 2'•.14 29 100.00 lS 
oc.-ntcd in a personal typcuriting 
course could be presented in a gcn-
eral type:\ld ting: course? 
5. Do you fe e l thnt the content of o vo- 16 55.17 13 44.83 29 100.00 
cnttr~ual typ:::~1riting courcc chould be 
the r.;•:rnc DB a pc nooa l typcuriting 
cournc1 
He 1ber of Hizh Schoo l Senior a 
COLLEGE FRESHNEN 
No. Ta!AL Ta!AL 
:t NO '7. No~ '7. 
63.16 36.84 19 100.00 
36.84 12 63.16 19 100.00 
78.95 21.05 19 100 .00 
42.11 11 57.89 19 100.00 
N 
w 
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responded just the opposite, indicating that the content of a vocational 
typewriting course should not be the same as a personal typewriting course. 
Table 3B lists the comparisons of the uses of personal typewrit:ng 
by high school seniors and college freshmen. High school seniors re-
sponded with a greater percentage concerning the use of typing invita-
tions, manuscripts, and announcements. All the other uses of personal 
typewriting were responded to with greater percentages by college fresh-
men. 
Tne data in Table 4A , shows the comparisons of high school seniors 
and college seniors responding to the five indicated questions. As the 
first question is not applicable to college seniors, percentages per-
taining to this question are not given . College seniors responded to 
question five, indicating that the content of a vocational typewriting 
course should not be the same as a personal typewriting course, whereas 
high school seniors (the majority) felt that the content should be the 
same. 
Table 4B lists the comparisons of the uses of personal typewriting 
by high school seniors and college seniors. Except for addressing en-
velopes and typing manuscripts, college seniors responded with higher 
percentages in each of the other uses of personal typewriting. Note 
that 100 per cent of the college seniors had typed formal reports for 
personal use, whereas high school seniors had a 48 .28 per cent response 
to this use of personal typewriting. 
The data in Table SA, shows the comparisons of high school females 
and high school males responding to the five indicated questions. A 
large r percentage of high school females intend to go to college than 
high school males. High school females responded to question five, 
Table 38. Uses of Personal Type'lofriting; Comparison of High School Seniors and College 
Freshmen. Number of Hi&h School Seniors Investigated 29 • Number of College 
Freshmen Investigated _!2_. --
Res onses 
High School Seniors Co lle $-!e Freshme n 
number number 
Uses of Personal Typewriting r esponding 'Z. responding 'Z. 
1. personal letter 20 68.97 15 78.95 
2. outlineo 14 48.28 13 68.42 
3. personal data sheet 24 .14 10 52.63 
4 . noteD to friends 31.03 10 52.63 
s. addressing envelopes 20 68.97 17 89.47 
6. i nvitations 24.14 4 21.05 
7. business letter 16 55.17 11 57.89 
a. formal reporto 14 48.28 11 57.89 
(no footnotes) 
9. tables 17.24 47.37 
10. Cl4nuscript 24 82.76 13 68.42 
(with footnotes) 
11. book reports 14 48.28 . 11 57.89 
12. announcement a 10.34 oo.os 
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Table 4A. Comporicon of High School Senioro nod Colleec Scnioro. l:umber of lligh School Scnioro Inve stigated _12_.. Nu.obcr of 
College Seniors Invectigated ~-· 
Roe onoes 
HiBh School Seniors Collc~c Seniors 
No. No. TOTAL TOTAL No. No . TOTAL TOTAL 
gueationa YES "1. NO '7. No. '7. YES 7. NO 7. No. 7. 
1. Do you intend t, go to college? 23 79.31 20.69 29 100 .oo 
lf YES, do you tave a definite major 14 60.67 39.13 23 100.00 
in mind? 
2. Did your prevh 18 t ypewriting course 22 75.66 24.14 29 100 .oo 12 65.71 14.29 14 100.00 
cover nll the t lterial thDt '1.1 -. s ne-
e:eunry for yot to type for pcruonol 
use? 
3. Do you feel tho: you need further 10 34.46 19 65.52 29 100.00 21.43 11 76.57 14 100.00 
instruction £18 to the uces of pcroona1 
typewriting? 
4. Do you feel thnt the information pre- 22 75.66 24.14 29 100.00 12 65.71 111.29 14 100.00 
aented in a personal typc'W'riting 
course could be presented in a g:en-
eral typcwrit ing couroe? 
5 . Do you feel that the content of a vo- 16 55.17 13 44.63 29 100.00 4 26.57 10 71.43 14 100 . 00 
cational typcvrtting course ohould be 
the ume ae a personal t ypewriting 
course? 
·----------
"' a. 
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Table 48.· U~;;es of Personal Typevriting: Comparison of High School Seniors and College 
Se:~.iors. NI.Qber of High School Seniors Investigated 29 • Number of College 
Seniors Investigated _!!_. --
Res onses 
Hhh School Seniors Coll ese Seniors 
number number 
Uses of Personal Txpevritiog responding 't r espoading 7. 
l. personal letter 20 68.97 11 78.57 
2. outlines 14 48.28 10 71.43 
3. personal data sheet 24.14 8 57 . 14 
4. notes to friends 31.03 35.71 
5. addressing eavelopet 20 68.97 64.29 
6. invitations 24.14 42.86 
7. businesa letter 16 55 .17 12 85.71 
a. formal report• 14 48.28 14 100.00 
(no footnotes) 
9. tab leo 17.24 35.71 
10. tr.ZDUt'Cript 24 82.76 ll 78.57 
(with footnotes) 
II. book reportt 14· 48.28 12 85 .71 
12. announcement I 10.34 50.00 
T<:~ble: SA. Cc,.- pn&:'tcon of Hluh School Females and High School Males. Number of Uigh School Fema les Investigated _iQ_. Number of 
U.tgh Sc~1oo i ~~lcs Invc at igoted ..J.L. 
Res onoes 
High School Females High Schoo 1 Hales 
No. No. TOIAL TOTAL No. No. TOIAL TOTAL 
guest tons YES '1. NO '1. No. '1. YES '1. NO '1. No. '!. 
1. Do you intend to go to collegct 29 72.50 11 27.50 40 100.00 22 62.86 13 37.14 35 100.00 
If YF.S, do you have a definite major 16 55.17 13 44.83 29 100.00 12 54.55 10 45.45 22 100 .oo 
in mind? 
2. Did your previous typewriting courSE\ 34 85.00 15.00 40 100.00 23 65.71 12 34.29 35 100.00 
cover a ll the lll3terial that was ne .. 
ceasary for you to type for personal 
use? 
3. Do you feel that you need further 18 45.00 22 55.00 40 100.00 12 34.29 23 65.71 35 100.00 
instruction as to the uses of perconal 
type .... r it tng? 
4. Do you feel that the infom..Jtion pre .. 31 77.50 22.50 40 100.00 24 68.57 11 31.43 35 100.00 
scn ted in a pcraonal typcwritin~ 
course could be pre!lcntcd in a gen ... 
eral typewriting couroet 
s. Do you feel that the c on tent of o vo- 23 57 .so 17 42.50 40 100.00 15 42 . 86 20 57.14 35 100.00 
cational type'..'r1t1ng course nhould be 
the same 1111 a pcruonnl typc•n· tting 
course? 
N 
co 
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indicating that the majority felt that the content of a vocational type-
writing course should be the same as a personal typewriting course. 
The data in Table SB, compares the uses of personal typewriting by 
high school females and high school males. High school females responded 
with higher percentages in all the uses of personal typewriting except 
for the typing of personal data sheets, formal reports, tables, and 
announcements. 
Table 6A shows the comparisons of high school males and college 
males responding to the five indicated questions. As the first question 
is not applicable to college males, percentages pertaining to this 
question are not given . The high school males and college males (ma-
jority of each group) agreed on every question, with the college males 
responding with slightly higher percentages to each question. 
The data in Table 6B lists the comparisons of the uses of personal 
typewriting by high schoof males and college males. College males re-
sponded with higher percentages to each of the uses, except for the 
typing of invitations and announcements. 
Table 7A shows the comparisons of high school females and college 
females responding to the five indicated questions. As the first ques-
tion is not applicable to college females, percentages pertaining to 
this question are not given. The females responding differed on one 
question. College females (majority) responded indicating that the 
content of a vocational typewriting course should not be the ~ame 
as a personal typewriting course, whereas the majority of high school 
females agreed that the content should be the same. 
Table 58. Uses of Personal Typevriting : Co::Jparison of High School Females and High 
School H.:llcs. Nucber of Hi gh Schoo l Females Investigated 40 • Number of 
High School }'~les Investigated ~· --
Res onses 
High School Fetlilles Hi gh School Males 
number nu:::llber 
Uocs of Personal Typewriting responding 'l. responding 7; 
1. personal letter 32 80.00 25 71.43 
2. outlines 22 55.00 19 54.29 
3. personal data sheet 8 20.00 10 28.57 
4. notes to frieuds 22 55.00 10 28.57 
5. addressing envelopes 31 77.50 23 65 .71 
6 . invitations 16 40.00 10 28.57 
7. businet. letter 25 62.50 19 54.29 
8. fonMl x-eports 20 50.00 21 60.00 · 
(no footnotes) 
9. table a 22.50 10 28.57 
10. m.!lnuseript 32 80.00 23 65.71 
(with footnotes) 
ll . book reports 26 65.00 19 54.29 
12. 4nnounccmcnts 15.00 25.71 
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Table 6o\. Co::;.:a· f.con of Hi£h School Males and College Males. Number of Hi&h School Mllles InvcotiKated _11_. Number of College 
li.Jlcs ln'H!!ltiz~:~ted ..lQ_. Five tndlcoted Queottons. 
Res onaes 
Htsh School Mllles Co lle~e Ma lea 
No. No. TOTAL TOTAL No. No. TOTAL TOTAL 
gucnttons YES 1. NO 1. No. 1. YES '7. NO 1. No. 1. 
l. Do you ntend to go to college? 22 62.86 13 37.14 35 100.00 
If yea. do you have a def1.n1te major 12 54 . 55 10 45 .45 22 100.00 
in oind 
2. Old you· prevlouo type·.;ritlng couToe 23 65.71 12 34.29 35 100 . 00 v. 80.00 20.00 30 100.00 
cover a 1 l the r.::.atcrlal tha t was ne• 
CCGI!al'Y for you to type for personal 
use? 
3. Do you feel that you need further 12 34.29 23 65.71 35 100.00 23.33 23 76.67 30 100 ,00 
in s truc tion os to the u:Jes of personal 
typc..,r1t1ngl 
4. Do you feel that the lnforrr.a tlon pre• 24 68.57 11 31.43 35 100.00 26 86.67 13,33 30 100,00 
oentcd in a pcrr:onn l typewriting 
cour:~e could be preccntcd ln o gcn-
Cl'ill typcv ritlng couroc:? 
5. Do you feel thot the CQntcn t of a vo- 15 42.86 20 57.14 35 100.00 10 33.33 20 66.67 30 100.00 
cat lono l typ r.~trltlng CO\ITGc nhould be 
the on1.! ~ no n pcraonfl l typcvrltlns 
couroel 
Table 6B. Uses of Personal 'l"ype'Jt'iting: Comparieon of High School Males anc! College 
!-!.ales. Number of High School Males Investigated 35 • Number of College 
~.Illes Investigated ..l.Q_. --
Res onses 
High School Hales Colle1c Y.alcs 
uumber nu::.!)cr 
Uses of Personal Txpewriting responding 7. responding :t 
1. personal letter 25 71.43 24 so.oo 
2. outlines 19 54.29 21 70.00 
3. persor~al data. sheet 10 28.57 15 50.00 
4. notes to friends 10 28 . 57 18 60.00 
5. addressing envelope• 23 65.71 26 86.67 
6. invitations 10 28.57 23 . 33 
7 . busineu letter 19 54.29 25 83 . 33 
a. formal reports 21 60.00 26 86.67 
(no footootea) 
9. tables 10 28.57 17 56.67 
10. manuscript 23 65.71 24 80.00 
(with footnotes) 
ll. book reporta 19 54.29 24 80.00 
12. announccmente 25.71 20.00 
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· .. · ·. ~ 1 ~ "/ .\ . C.:.· .;: i" i con of Ut~h School Petl'lillcs and College Females. number of High School Pemn lea Investigated _!Q_. Number of 
C0 ll •::.! Vc r.::l.l (J.l l!\Vesttgoted ~- Pive Indicated Ques tions. 
Res onses 
Ht&h School Females Co 11 cge Fern.l lea 
No. No. TOTAL TOTAL No, No. TOTAL TOTAL 
g ue:--tiQnS YES "L NO 't No. 't YES 'l. NO 'l. No. 'l. 
l. Do) you intend to c o i:o colhget 29 72.50 ll 27.50 40 100.00 
If YES, do you lutV e a d !f1nite major ~6 55 .17 13 44.83 29 100.00 
in m1nd7 
2. Did :~ o ur ? r ev ious typ..:·rc ittng course 34 85.00 15.00 40 100.00 39 86.67 13.33 45 100.00 
c over nll the •~1tet·l n l tha t wos ne• 
c ~c!l nry for you to typ~ for personal 
U!lc7 
3. Do you feel th.:~t you nee d further 18 45.00 22 55.00 40 100.00 20.00 36 80.00 45 100.00 
in 3truct1on as to the uoea of personal 
typewriting? 
'·· 
Do you feel that the infonr.ation pre• ll 77 .so 22.50 40 100.00 37 82.22 17.78 45 100 .oo 
S('nted in a pernon.:1l ty pewriting 
course could be preacnted in a gen-
ernl type...,r1t1ng courae7 
5. Oo you feel th~t the content of a vo- 23 57.50 17 42.50 40 100.00 15 33.33 30 66.67 45 100.00 
cational typcur1ting couroe should be 
the oamc aa o pc raona l typevrlting 
course? 
Coi 
w 
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The data in Table 7B lists the comparisons of the uses of personal 
typewriting by high school females and college females. The r espons es 
g iven and the corresponding percentages were quite similar. High school 
females responded with higher percentages to the typing of personal 
ietters, notes to friends, and invitations. College females responded 
with higher percentages concerning the other uses of personal typewriting 
~~·~·: , .. 
not mentioned. 
Table 8A shows the comparisons of college females and college males 
responding to the five indicated questions. As the first question is 
not applicable to college students, percentages pertaining to this question 
are not given. The percentage responses given by both groups were very 
similar. Both groups agreed on all of the questions (majority of both 
groups) . 
1~e data in Table 8B lists the comparisons of the uses of personal 
typewriting by college females and college males. College females r e-
sponded with higher percentages pertaining to the typing of outlines, 
personal data sheets, invitations, and manuscripts. College males re-
sponded with higher percentages regarding the other uses of personal 
typewriting not mentioned. 
Table 9A shows the comparisons of college juniors and college 
seniors responding to the five indicated questions. As the first ques-
tion is not applicable to college students, percentages pertaining to 
this question are not given. Once again, the percentage resp?nses 
were very similar. Only 9.09 per cent of the college juniors responding 
indicated that they needed further instruction as to the uses of personal 
typ ewriting , whereas 21.43 per cent of the college seniors responding 
indicated that they needed further instruction as to the uses of personal 
Table 7B.. Uses of Personal Typevritins: Comparison of High School Females and College 
Females. NIJiilber of High School Females Investigated 40 • Number of College 
Fe~les Investigated _!2_. --
Res 
Hish School Females College Females 
number nu:tJber 
Uses of Persor.al Trpevritins responding 'l. responding 'l. 
1. personal letter 32 80.00 34 75.56 
2. outUt~.es 22 55.00 33 73.33 
3. personal data sheet 20.00 26 57.78 
4. notes to friends 22 55.00 22 48.89 
5. addressing euvelopea 3l 77.50 36 80.00 
6. invitations 16 40.00 17 37.78 
7. business letter 25 62.50 30 66.67 
8. formal reports 20 50.00 37 82.22 
(no footnotes) 
9. tables 22.50 lS 33.33 
10. manuscript 32 80.00 38 84.44 
(with footnotes) 
11. book report~a 26 65.00 32 7l.ll 
12. announeemen t 1 6 15.00 20.00 
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Table BA. Comparison of Colle&c Femnlco and College Males. Number of Collc&c Pcmalco lnvcotientcd _&. Number of College t-'.lllco 
Investigated _1Q_. Fty'! Indicated Qucntions. 
Ret once a 
Colle&e Fcm!llc6 College Males 
No. No, TOTAL TOTAL No, No, TOTAL TOTAL 
Questions YES '1. NO '1. No. '1. YES '1. NO '1. No. '1. 
1. Do you intend o go to college? 
If YES, do you have a definite major 
in mind? 
2. Did your previ us typevrit in& couroe 39 86.67 13,33 45 100.00 24 80 ,00 20,00 30 100.00 
cover all the ateriol that w.ls ne .. 
cesso.ry for yo to type for personal 
use? 
' 
3. Do you feel that you need further 20.00 36 80 ,00 45 100 .oo 23.33 23 76, 67 30 100.00 
instruction as to the usee of per sonal 
typCW"rit ing7 
4, Do you feel that the 1nformt~t1on pre .. 37 82.22 17.78 45 100 .oo 26 86.67 13. 33 30 100,00 
1entcd in a personal type\.ltiting 
course could be presented in a gcn• 
eral type""rlting course? 
s. Do you f<eel that the content of o vo- 15 33.33 30 66,67 45 100 ,00 10 33.33 20 66.67 30 100,00 
cational typewriting course flhould be 
the same oo o pcrconlll typem:itiuc 
couroe'l 
":J.blc SB. U~c!l of ?er.;:;onnl 'typewriting: Comparison of College Fe::ulc:. D.nd Collc:~c 
tw'.lle!l. Nc::::~b..:=r of College Females Investigated 45 • Nl..l4Jlber of College 
~.nles Investigated ..l.Q_. --
Res onses 
College Fc:nales College ¥.a.les 
nu:cbcr uumber 
Gzc a of ?ersonal !.:a!ewriting res2onding 1. res2onding: 7. 
1. personal letter 34 75.56 24 80.00 
2. outlines 33 73.33 21 70.00 
3. peraonal data sheet 26 51 .18 15 50.00 
4. notes to friends 22 48.89 18 60.00 
5. n.ddrcosing envelopes 36 80.00 26 86.67 
6. invi ta.tions 17 37.78 23.33 
1. husiness letter 30 66.67 25 83.33 
a. !onc;1l reports 37 82.22 26 86.67 
(no footnote:.) 
9. tables l5 33.33 17 56.67 
10. I:.:lnuscript 38 84.44 24 80.00 
('oli th foo-cnotes) 
11. book reports 32 7l.ll 24 80.00 
12. announcements 20.00 20.00 
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Table 9A. CotllpDrieon of College Junior s nnd Colleg~ Senioro. Five !nd1C4ted Qucotione. N\!lllber o! College Junioro Invcoli&ated 
_!!_. Number of College 3eniors Investiga t ed ~· 
Reo on sea 
Collcsc Juniors Colle&c Seniors 
No. llo. TOTAL TOTAL No. No. TOTAL TOTAL 
gueatlona YES '1. NO '1. No. '1. YES .. NO '1. No. '1. 
1. Do you intend to go to colle[;l!? 
If YES, do you hove a definit e cajor 
in mi nd? 
2. Dit3 your prcviou~ t ypeuritin& couroc 81.82 18.18 11 100 .oo 12 8~.71 36,84 14 100.00 
cov er all the c--ateriol that vaiJ nc-
cessary for you to type for pcrt.onal 
use? 
3. Do you feel that you need further 9.09 10 90.91 11 100.00 21.43 11 78.~7 14 100 .oo 
instruction o.a to the uaca of vereonal 
typevr it 1ng1 
4. Do you feel that the information pre- 81.82 18.18 11 100.00 12 8~.71 14.29 14 100.00 
eented in o personal typc-.,rltinz 
cour se could be prcacntcd in a ~en-
eral typcvritina couroc7 
~- Do you feel that the content of a vo- 27.27 8 72.73 11 100.00 4 28.57 10 71 . 1~ 3 14 100 . 00 
cational typeuriting couroc should bo 
the sene as a perrzonnl typewrittng 
course? 
w 
00 
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typC:wri tin g. 
The data in Table 9B shows a comparison of the uses of personal type-
writing by college· juniors and college seniors. College seniors responded 
with higher percentages regarding the typing of personal data sheet, invi-
tations, business letters, formal reports, and announcements. College 
juniors responded with higher percentages regarding the other uses of 
personal typewriting not mentioned. College seniors responded with 100 
per cent of them typing formal reports, with 90.91 per cent of college 
juniors typing formal reports. None of the college juniors typed announce-
ments for personal use, whereas 50 per cent of the college seniors typed 
announcements for personal use. 
Table lOA shows the comparisons of college freshmen and college 
seniors responding to the five indicated questions. As the first question 
is not applicable to college students, percentages pertaining to this 
question are not given. Both groups agreed on all of the questions, with 
some percentage variations. College seniors responded with higher per• 
centages to each question than did the college freshmen. 
The uses of personal type<n:it.ing by college freshmen an.d college 
seniors are summarized in Table lOB. College seniors responded with 
higher percentages to the typing of outlines, personal data sheets, in-
vitations, business letters, formal reports, manuscripts, book reports, 
and announcements. College freshmen responded with higher percentages 
regarding the other uses of personal typewriting not mentioned. All of 
the college seniors responding (100 per cent) had typed formal reports 
fo r personal use, whereas only 57.89 per cent of the college freshmen 
had typed formal reports for personal use. 
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Toble 9B, U:::.:!s of Person:!l Typewriting: Comparison of College Juniors and College 
Seniors. Nu::::tber of Co llege Juniors Investigated ...!L• Number of College 
Seniors lnve&tigated ~· 
Reseonses 
College Juniors Collese Senio..-n 
nurcber number 
U3es of Pcrconal !:i:E;ewriting: res2ondtna 't rese:ondins , 
1. per sonal letter 81,S2 11 78.57 
2, outlinco 8 72.73 10 71.43 
3. personal data sheet 54. 55 57 .14 
4. notco to friends 4 36.36 35 . 71 
s. addrcr;;sing e nvelope• 81.82 64.29 
6. invitationa 9.09 42.86 
7. busin.eG& letter 81.82 12 85.71 
8. !ort.l.:ll reports 10 90.91 14 100.00 
(no footnotes) 
9. tables 4 36,36 35 . 71 
10 . ::::.anuscript 81.82 ll 78.57 
(with fo otnotes) 
11. book reports 10 90.91 12 85.71 
12. .announcemente oo.oo so.oo 
Tabh lOA~ Cor.:parinon of c'oll~BI2 Prc.stuu:m and College Scnioro. Five Indicated Questions • Nuruber o f Collcec Frcohrllcn Invcst iga~ 
ted 
...!2.... Nu:abcr of College. Seniors Invccti.gnted .J.2_. 
Res on see 
ColhBc Freshmen Coll cr, c Seniors 
No , No, T<Yl'AL TOTAL No, No. TOTAL TaTAL 
Quostione YES '1. NO '1. No. '1. YES 7. NO '1. No. '1. 
1. Do you intend to go to college1 
If YES, do you have o definite major 
in oind? 
2. Did your previous typc..,riting course 12 63,16 36.M 19 100.00 12 85.71 14.29 14 100 .oo 
cover all the c.aterial th~t \ID.C ne-
ces sary for you to type for peraonnl 
usc? 
), Do you feel that you need further 36.84 12 63.16 19 100.00 21.43 11 78 , 57 14 100.00 
i nstruction as to the uses of personal 
t ypewri ting? 
4, Do you feel that t he informa tion pre· IS 78.95 21.05 19 100 .00 12 85.71 14.29 14 100,00 
aented in a personal typevrltin& 
courDc could be presented in s zen-
erol type\ldting course? 
s. Do you feel that the content of a vo- 42.11 11 57.89 19 100 .oo 28,57 10 71.43 14 100.00 
cationol typ<.:wr iti ng course 6hould be 
the snme ns a pcroonal typcwl."!tinz 
course? 
'i,.'.:.:;:c 103. UGC!O of Pe=sonal Typewriting: Co:npari t:on of College Fresh:ncn .=.nd Coll .:!zc 
Scniora . NIJ::I!>cr o!' College Freshmen InveGtigated 19 • :N\.D:l~er of Co :i.lcge 
Scnioro Invc::.tiga.ttd -.1:!_. --
Reo onscs 
College Freshmen Collese Senior s 
number number 
U::.es of Personlll T:.t:.eewritins resEonding 'l. reseondins 'L 
l. personal letter 15 78,95 11 78.57 
2. outlines 13 68.42 10 71.43 
3. pc:-sonal data sheet 10 52.63 57.14 
4. notes to friends 10 52.63 35.71 
s. addressing envel"pes 17 89.47 64.29 
6. invitat ions 4 21.05 .. 42.86 
7. business letter 11 57.89 12 85.71 
s. forr.al reports 11 57.89 14 . 100,00 
(no footnotes) 
9. · tabh:s 47,37 35.71 
10. <l:D.nuscript 13 68.42 11 78.57 
(vith footnotea) 
11. book reports 11 57.89 12 85.71 
12. nnnouncements: oo.os so.oo 
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CP.-\ !'TER V 
SUMNARY, CONCLUSIO:'IS AIID RECCM:UiillAT:LOl\S 
Summa ry 
The problem.--The purpose of this investigation was to compare the 
uses of personal typewri ting by students at the secondary and collegiate 
levels. 
The study was designed to achieve the following objectives of com-
paring the uses of personal typewriting by: 
l. High school students and college students. 
2. High school juniors and high school seniors. 
3 . High school seniors and college freshmen. 
4. High school seniors and college seniors. 
5. High schoo l females and high school rna les. 
6. High school males and college males. 
7. High school females and college females. 
8 . College fewAles and college males. 
9 . College juniors and co llege seniors. 
10. Col l ege freshmen and college seniors. 
Methods a nd Procedures.--An investigative questionnaire was devel-
oped and distributed to high school students at Skyview High School, 
Smith f ied, Utah, and students at Utah State University , Logan, Utah . 
Ques tionnaires were then screened for minimal acceptance. Tne remain-
ing questionnaires were subjected to a random sampling process for the 
purpose of final selection. Information sheets were formed from tha 
selected questionnaires, concerning the high school and college groups 
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that were investigated. 
From the information sheets, comparative tables were completed, to 
indicate comparisons among the various grade and sex group~ngs. 
From the comparative tables, the findings were as fo llows: 
l. Colle6e students responded with h igher percentages (in most 
cases), particularly regarding the uses of the personal data sheet, 
business letters, and formal reports, than did high school students. 
2. Except for typing personal data sheets and manuscripts, high 
school juniors responded with a higher percentage on each of the other 
uses of personal typewriting than did the high school seniors. 
3. CollegP. freshmen responded with higher percentages on the uses 
of personal typewriting (except for invitations, manuscripts, and an-
nouncements) than did the high school seniors. 
4. Except for addressing envelops and typing manuscripts, college 
seniors responded with higher percentages in each of the other uses of 
personal typewriting than did the high school seniors. 
5. High school females responded with higher percentages in mc;t of 
the uses of persanal typewriting (ex~luding personal data sheets, formal 
reports, tables, and announcements) than did college females. 
6. Except for the typing of invitations and announcements, college 
males responded with higher percentages than did high school males. 
7. High school females responded with higher percentages to the 
typ ing of personal letters, notes to friends, and invitations. College 
females responded with higher percentages concerning the other uses of 
personal typewriting. 
8. Except for the typing of outlines, personal data sheets, invita-
tions, and manuscripts, college males responded with higher percentages 
than did college females. 
9. Colleg~ seniors responded with higher percentages regarding the 
typing of personal data sheet, invitations, business letters, formal 
reports, and announcements (excluding the other uses) than did college 
juniors. College seniors responded with 100 per cent typing formal 
reports, as compared with 90.91 per cent of college juniors typing for -
mal reports, None of the college juniors typed announcements for per-
sonal use, whereas 50 per cent of the college seniors typed announce-
ments for personal use. 
10. College seniors responded with higher percentages to the typing 
of outlines, personal data sheets, invitations, business letters, formal 
reports, manuscripts, book reports, and announcements (except other uses 
mentioned) than did the college freshmen. All of the college seniors 
responding had typed formal reports for personal use, whereas only 
57.89 per cent of the college freshmen had typed formal reports for 
personal use. 
Conclusions 
The findings of this investigation seem to support the following 
conclusions: 
1. Although the percentages may differ, students at the secondary 
and collegiate levels use their typewriter for personal use. 
2. Students need instruction as to the uses of personal typewri-
ting, whether it is included in a vocational program, general typewri-
ting program, or a personal-use typewriting program. 
3. The content of a personal-use typewriting course at the secondary 
and collegiate levels should be determined by the necessity each group 
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places on each use of persona! typewriting. 
4 . This investigation indicates that a higher percentage of college 
students used their typewriter for personal-use than did the high school 
students. 
Recommendations 
On the basis of the findings resulting from this investigation, it 
is recommended that: 
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1. High school students be given the opportunity to receive instruc-
tion in personal typewriting. 
2. College students be given the opportunity to receive instruction 
in personal typewriting (either for initial instruction, or for review 
purposes). 
3. All typewriting courses, particularly vocational and general 
typewriting courses, should include instruction in personal typewriting. 
4 . Teachers should become more cognizant of the needs of the stu-
dents enrolled in the various typewriting classes, to help determine 
course content. 
5. Various aspects of personal typewriting may be included in the 
course content of vocational and general typewriting courses. 
6. Instruction in the uses of personal typewriting may be included 
in the content of a beginning typewriting course (for all students, 
regardless of personal or vocational objectives). 
7. A typewriting course should include the instructing of all uses 
of personal typewriting, particularly those indicated in tnis investiga-
tion. 
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APPENDIX 
Qt.:ESl·to:·H\All~ 
l:SI:S OF rERSC1~AL TYPt:\·:J{ITii\C 
------------ Ye.1r in $chool _____ _ 
,\JUrcss. ____________ _ Telcphonli! No. _____ _ 
Sox ____ A~c ____ lla ritnl St.ltus. __________ _ 
COl.LCCE. STUDJ:::,,'TS: . .ajor ________ Niner ________ _ 
l:lC~t St.:i!GOL STlJl>t:~:TS: :l.ljor Field of Interest ________ _ 
A lh:t o( t.l.~ possible uses of rcrson01l t.yp..:•.• ritin& follovs tiais 
cxpl.1n.:1tion . c:.cck off each item t l1.:1t. you it.lVC used for your 0\.JI 
per so.tal use: 
llo\-t n1any '-"Ccks (approximnt..:.) of tyy.:!t:ritin:.; :1.1vc 
__ycrs•Jnal 
outl incs 
you had? 
h:tter llusincss letter 
==fort1.1l re~orts (no footnotes) 
1 crsonal data sheet 
notes to frier.Js 
tablC!s 
--~:1anu~>cript (llith fo:~t:notc.s) 
_i.Joo:. reports --aJdrcs:;1n:.; envelopes 
_invitat.ion:; __ announccr!ICnt.s 
Pleas\! list otiter uses of personal typeuriting that:. you rJay :aavc 
USC"d: 
Please circle the followinc,: 
yes no 
yes 
. yes 
y~s no 
yes no 
11igli Scnool Students only: Do yo u intcr;.d to go to collece? 
If yes. wnnt 1;ill Ue your m.ojor? -----------
iJid your previous typc1·r!.t!ne course c:o...ner all t he m."lterial 
t:1at \-·as nccct;:-;.,ry for you to type for rtcrsonal usc? 
Do you feel ti 1.:a t you need further instruction as to tile usc.:s 
of vcrsonal typc~·ritinc? 
lio you feel that the infomation prcscnt:ed in a pcrson.:1l 
typeuritinc, cour£c could be presented in .a general typc-
Yritin& course? 
Do you feel t •lolt tnc conten t of A vocatio nal tyrc"'ritinc 
course shoulU be the stuuc .:as .a personal t;y;>e~riting counc7 
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HIGH SCIIOOL STUDENTS 
J UNIOR MALES 
Number of high school males investigated : ----~3~5 ________ _ 
Number of high school junior males investigated: 23 
(65.71% of total high school males inves tigated) 
Responses 
1. Do you intend to go to college: 12 yes = 52.17% (o:: :·.igh sc .• ool 
11 no = 4 7. 83% _; unior ·;,&les) 
Of the 12 responding YES, 6 (50%) have a definite major in mind . 
2. Did you r previous typetvriting course cover all the na terial that 
was necessary for you to type for persona l use: 
15 yes 65 . 22% 
8 no= 34 . 78% 
3. Do you feel that you need further i nstruction as to the use s 
of personal typewriting: 7 yes 30 . 43% 
16 no = 69.57 % 
4. Do you feel that t he information presented in a perso na l "Y?e-
~v-riting course could be presented i n a general type'''riting (:Vurs e : 
15 yes 65 . 22% 
8 no = 34 . 78% 
5 . Do you feel that the content of a vocational type1rriting course 
should be t he same as a personal typewriting course: 
9 yes 39 . 13% 
14 no = 60 . 87% 
USES OF PERSOl\AL TYPEHRITIXG 
Number of high school junior males responding and perc~ntages given 
(p er cen tag e of total high schoo l junior males) . 
_JJ _ _ ?3 .91% personal lecter 13 56.52% business letter 
13 56.52% outlines "'14 60 . 87% fornal repvrcs 
7 30.1·3% personal data shee t (no f oo t notes) 
-7- 3C . 43% notes to friends 8 34.78% tables 
~ 65 . 22% addressing envelopes 14' 60.87% :nanuscripts 
8 34 . 73% invitations (with footnotes) 
(other ) 14 60 . 87 % book reports 
2 16. 67% t alks -7- 30 . 43% announcements 
R. 33% s tudy notes 
HIGH SCIIOOL STUDENTS 
SENIOR HALES 
>:umber of high school males investigated: 35 
~Jumber of high school senior males investigated: 
(34.29% of :otal high school males investigated) 
Responses 
12 
1. Do you in tend to go to college : 10 yes ; 83. 33% (of high schoo 1 
no ; 16.67% senior males) 
Of the 10 responding YES, 6 (60%) have a definite major in mind. 
2. Did your previous type:.;riting course cover all the material that 
\Yas necessary for you to type for personal use : 
8 yes 66.67% 
4 no ; 33.33% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 5 yes 41.67% 
7 no; 58.33% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
9 yes 75.00% 
3 no g 25 . 00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal t vpewriting course: 
6 yes 50.00% 
6 no ; 50.00% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEl-IRITING 
~umber of high school senior males responding and percentages givan 
(percentaga of total senior high school males). 
8 66.67% personal letter 6 50 . 00% business lat:.:r 
- 6- 50 . 0G% outlines 7 58 . 33% formal re?vrts 
-3- 25 . 00% personal data sheet (no foo tn.oc.:s) 
-3- 25 . 00% notes to friends 2 16 . 67% tables 
-8- 66 . 67% addressing envelopes 9 75 . 00% manuscrip:s 
-2- 16.67% invitations (with footnotes) 
(other ) 5 41.67% book reports 
_ 1 ___ 8.33% talks 2 16.67% announcements 
INF"lt'IA TION SHEET li 3 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
JUNIOR FDIALES 
Number of high school females investigated: 40 
Nunber of high school junior females investigated: 25 
(57.50% of total high school females investigated) 
Resoonses 
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1. Do you in tend to go to college: 16 yes = 69.57% (of high school 
7 no = 30 .4 3% junior females) 
Of the 16 responding YES, 8 (50%) have a definite major in mind. 
2. Did ycui· previous typewriting course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to type for personal use: 
20 yes 86. 96% 
3 no= 13.04% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the us.es 
of personal typewriting: 13 yes 56. 52% 
10 no = 43.48% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
18 yes 78.26% 
5 no = 21.74% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal type<,ri ting course: 
lJ yes 56.52% 
10 n0 = 43.48% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEWRITING 
Number of high school junior females responding and percentages 
given (percentage of total high school junior females). 
20 86 . 96% personal letter 
14 60 .87 % outlines 
-4- 17 . 39% personal data sheet 
---r6 69.57% notes to friends 
""19 82.61% addressing envelopes 
_11 47.83% invitations 
(other) 
_4 __ 17. 39% talks 
___ 3_ 13.04% stories and poetry 
___ 4_ __1] . 39% homework notes 
_l2_ 65.22% business letter 
13 56 . 52% formal reports 
(no footnotes) 
6 26 . 09% tables 
17 73.91% manuscripts 
(with footnotes) 
17 73.91% book reports 
5 21.74% announcements 
INF''RMA'l'ION SIIEET 114 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
SENIOR FD!ALES 
~umber of high school females investigated: ------~40~-------
Number of high school senior females investigated: 17 
(42.50% of total high school females investigated) 
Responses 
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1. Do you intend to go to college: 13 yes = 76.47 % (of high sc~ool 
4 no = 23.53% se:1ior fei:",ale:s) 
Of the 13 responding YES, 8 (61. 54%) have a definite major in :.;inc . 
2. Did your previous typewriti~g course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to type for personal use: 
14 yes 82 . 35% 
3 no= 17.65% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 5 yes 29.41% 
12 no = 70.59% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
13 yes 76.47 % 
4 no = 23.53% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
10 yes 58 . 82% 
7 no = 41.18 
USES OFr PERSONAL TYPEh'RITING 
Number of high school senior females responding and percentages 
given (percentage of total high school seni or f.,males). 
12 70.59% personal letter 
---8- 47.06% outlines ~ --::2-::3-'."=s"'3"="%'--p.ersonal data sheet 
---6- 35.29% notes to friends 
-rz- 10.59% addressing envelopes 
---5- 29.41% invitations 
(Other) 
2 11.76% talks 
---5- ~~homework notes 
---1- ~~programs 
10 
7 
--~5~3..:.·~8~2~%--business l"tter 
--~4~1..:.·~1~8~%--formal '"90rts 
(no footno tes ) 
___ 3 ___ 1~7~.'-'6"'5'::%,..--ta bl es 
_l.S_ 88 . 24% manuscripts 
(with footnotes) 
9 52,94% book reports 
1 5.88% announcements 
INF"RWITION SHEET /15 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
FRESHMEN MALES 
~u~ber of college males investigated: 30 
Number of college freshmen males investigated: 10 
(33.33% of total college males investigated) 
Responses 
1. Qu:ostion not applicable. 
2. Did y&u~ previous typewrit ing course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to type for personal use: 
7 yes 70.00% 
3 no = 30.00% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the us~s 
of personal typewriting: 3 yes 30 . 00% 
7 no = 70 . 00% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal ty?e-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
7 yes 70 . 00% 
3 no= 30.00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational type«riting course 
should be the same as a personal type\<riting course: 
4 yes 40 . OOS 
6 no = 60.00% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEI-IRITHG 
Number of college freshmen males responding and percentages given 
(percentage of total college freshmen m•les). 
__} __ ___ 7~0iJ% personal letter 7 70.00% business le c t~r 
~ s.o . r.oz outlines 6 60 . 00% formal reports 
-~,-- 40 . 00% personal data sheet (no footnotes) 
-5-- 50.00% notes to friends 7 70.00% tables 
-9--
-
90.00% addressing envel opes 6 60 . 00% manuscripts 
•' 10.00% invita tions (t<ith footnotes) 
(o t her) 6 
------
60 . 00% book reports 
l 10 . 00% app l ications 0 00 . 00% announcemen ts 
INF"R~iATI0:-1 SHEET C 6 
COLLEGE Sl'UDENTS 
SO:':i0fWRE NALES 
Numb er of college males investigated: 30 
Number of college sophomore males investigated: 11 
(36.67% o: total college males i nvestiga ted) 
Respon,ses 
1. Question not applicable. 
2. Did your previous typet>riting course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to type for personal use : 
11 yes 100.00% 
0 no = 00.00% 
3. Do you feel that you need f urther i nstruction as t o the uses 
of pe rsonal typewriting: 2 yes 18 . 18% 
9 no = 8l.Bn 
4. Do you feel that the informa tion presented in a personal type-
writing course could . be presented in a general typewriting course: 
11 yes 100. om; 
0 no = 00.00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational type,rriting course 
should be the same as a personal t ypewriting course: 
5 yes 45.45% 
6 no= 54.55% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEWRITING 
Number of college sophomore males responding and ~ercentages given 
(percentage of t otal college sophomore males) . 
8 72.73% persona l letter 
---8-~~outlines 
---6- 54. 55% personal da t a shee t 
---9- 81.82z--notes to friends 
---9- ~z--addressing envelopes 
---4- 36 . 36% invitations 
(other) 
___ 0__ 00 .00% NONE 
..l:.Q__ --:--'9-'0'-''-'9'-'lO.!%"- _ bus in es s 1 e t t e r 
ll 100 . 00% formal reports 
(no footnotes ) 
__ 6_ ---"'5.:::4.:.·.:.5.:.5,:,:Z_tables 
10 90. 91% manuscripts 
(<Jith footnotes) 
__ 9 __ ~8~1.:.·~8~2~%-b.ook repor ts 
__ 3_ 27.27% announcements 
INF.:-:1MATION SllEh"'' l/7 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
JUNIOR HALES 
Number of college males investigated: 30 
Number of college junior males investigated: 4 
(13.33% of total college males investigated) 
Responses 
1. Question not applicable. 
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2. Did your previous typewriting course cover all the material thar 
was necessary for you to type for personal use: 
3 yes 75 . 00% 
1 no = 25 . 00% 
3. Do yo,, feel that you need further instrllction as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 0 yes 00 . 00% 
4 no = 100.00% 
4 . Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
3 yes 75.00% 
1 no = 25.00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should :,e the same as a personal typewriting cour-se : 
0 yes 00.00% 
4 no= 100.00% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEHRITING 
4 100.00% personal letter 
_2 _ _2_0 . 00% outlines 
1 25 . 00% personal data sheet 
-2- ---~~notes to friends 
4 100 . 00% addressing envelopes 
-0- OO.Ooz invitations 
---------(other) 
1 25. 0(J% homework notes 
1 ~~applications 
_3_ -~7~5~·~0~0~%_business letter 
4 100.00% formal reports 
(no footnotes) 
2 -~s7o~·~070~%_tables 
-3- 75 . 00% manuscripts 
(with footnotes) 
4 100 . 00% book reports 
0 --~O~O~·~O~O~%_announcements 
INFnRMATION SHEET #8 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
SENIOR MALES 
Number of college males investigated: •30 
Number of college senior males investigated: ----~5~---­
(16.67% of total college males investigated) 
Responses 
l. Question not applicable . 
58 
2. Did your previous typewriting 
was necessary for you to type 
course cNOer 
for personal 
3 yes 
all the material that 
use: 
2 no = 
60.00% 
40.00% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instrnction as to the uses 
of personal typewrit ing: 2 yes 40. 00% 
3 no = 60 . 00% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
5 yes 100.00% 
0 no= 00.00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
shou~d be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
1 yes 20.00% 
4 bo = 80.00% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEWRITING 
5 100.00% personal letter 
--3- 60.00% outlines 
--4- 80.00% personal data sheet 
--2- 40.00% notes t o friends 
--4---s;O~addressing envelopes 
--2- 40.00% invitations 
(other) 
__ 2_ 40.0r.% school notes 
5 100 . 00% 
5 100 . 00% 
2 40.00% 
5 lOO.OO% 
5 100.00% 
3 60.00% 
business letter 
formal reports 
(no footnotes) 
tables 
manuscripts 
(~<ith footnotes) 
book reports 
announcements 
INFORMATlON SHEET 119 
COLLEGE STuDE.'TS 
FRESHNEN FEMALES 
Number of college females investigated: 45 
Number of college freshmen females investigated: ----~9 ____ _ 
(20.00% of total college females investigated) 
Responses 
1. Question not applicable. 
59 
2. Did your previous typewriting course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to -type for personal use: 
5 yes 55.56% 
4 no 44 . 44% 
3 . Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 4 yes 44.44% 
5 no = 55.56% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
8 yes 88 . 89% 
1 no = 11.11% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
4 yes 44.44% 
5 no = 55.56% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEHRITil\G 
8 88.89% personal letter 
5 55.56% outlines 
__ 6_ ~~ersonal data sheet 
5 55.56:: notes to friends 
--8- ""88. 89% addressing envelopes 
--3- --n:J·~invitations 
--- (other) 
1 11.11% applications 
4 
5 
--~4~4~·~4~4~%--business letter 
--~5~5~·~5~6~% __ formal re?orts 
(no footnotes) 
2 --..;:2;.::2:..:·..;:2;.::2~%:--ta b 1 e s 
--7- 77 . 78% manuscripts 
(<<'ith footnotes) 
5 ---=5-=5:..:·-=5-=6-=%~book reports 
--1- 11.11% announcements 
Number of college freshmen females responding and percentages given 
(percentage of total college freshmen females) . 
INfORl'!ATION SHEET 1110 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
SOPHOMORE FEMALES 
GG 
Number of college females invetigated : 45 
Number of college sophomore females investigated: 20 
(44.44% of total college females investigated) 
Responses 
1 . Question not applicable 
2 . Did your ;>revious typet<riting 
was ne~essary for you to type 
course cover 
for personal 
19 yes 
all the material that 
use: 
95.00% 
5 . 00% 1 no = 
3, Do you feel that you need further instruotion as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 3 yes 15.00% 
17 no = 85.00% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writir.g course could be presented in a general typewriting course: 
16 yes 80.00% 
4 no= 20.00% 
5. Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewri ting cours~ 
should be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
5 yes 25.00% 
15 no= 75 . 00% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYP£1./RITING 
_12 ___22J!_03___yersonal letter 
15 15 .00% outlines 
-u SS.~personal data sheet 
-u 60. oo;; notes to friends 
~- ~z---addressing envelopes 
9 45.00% invitations 
(others) 
5 25.00~ class notes 
4 ~2~0~.~0~0~%--~stencils and masters 
13 65 . 00% business la:te~ 
~--~8~5~·~0~0~%--formal rep0r:s 
(no footnotes) 
8 --~4~0~-~o~o~;~~--tables 
19 95.00% manuscripcs 
{with footnotes) 
14 70 . 00% book reports 
---4- 20 . 00% announcements 
Number of college sophomore females responding and percentages 
given (pe~centage of tatal college sophomore females). 
INFOR.'!ATION SHEi:.'T /Ill 
COLLEGE STUDEi'<'TS 
JUNIOR FEMALES 
Number of college females investigated : 
Number of college junior females investigated : 
(15 . 56% of total college females investigated) 
Resoonses 
1. Question not applicable. 
61 
45 
2. ·Did your previous typewriting course cover all the material that 
was necessary for you to type for personal use: 
6 yes 85.71% 
1 no = ll,. 29% 
3 . Do )'OU feel that you need further instruction as to the uses 
of pe·<sonal typewriting: 1 yes 14.29% 
6 no = 85.71% 
4. Do you feel that the information presented in a personal type-
writing course could be presented i n a general typewriting course: 
6 yes 85.71% 
1 no= 14.29% 
5 . Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
3 yes 42.86% 
4 no = 57.14% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEWRITING 
Number of college junior females reponding and percentages given 
(percentage of total college junior females) . 
__ 5_ 71 . 43% personal letter 
_£_ 85 . 71% outlines 
__ 5_ 71.43% personal data sheet 
2 23.57% notes to friends 
5 --?-~addressing envelopes 
__ 1_ 14.29% invitations 
(other) 
2 ~8.57% class notes 
2 ---zs.57:z--stori es and poems 
6 85.71% business letter 
__ 6__ __.:::8c:5c:·..:.7..:.lc::%:.._formal reprots 
(no footnotes~ 
-.::2:.::8c:·.::5c:7.::%'--t a b 1 e s 
-~8c:5c:·..:.7..:.lc::%:.._manuscripts 
2 
6 
(with footnotes) 
6 _,o:8c:5c.:·-:7.::1-'!%'-book reports 
0 00.00% announcements 
INFORMATION SHEET 1/12 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
SENIOR FEMALES 
:'\umber of c.•Jllege females investigated: 
Number of college senior females investiga ted : 
(20.00% of total college females investigated) 
Responses 
1. Question not applicable. 
62 
45 
9 
2. Did ycur previous typewriting course cover all the material that 
was ne<:essiny for you to type for per sonal use: 
9 yes 100. 00% 
0 no = 00.00% 
3. Do you feel that you need further instruction as to the uses 
of personal typewriting: 1 yes 11 . 11% 
8 no = 88.89% 
4. Do you feel that the informa t ion presented in a personal type-
wriCing course could . be presented in a general typewriting course: 
7 yes 77.78% 
2 no = 22.22% 
5 . Do you feel that the content of a vocational typewriting course 
should be the same as a personal typewriting course: 
3 yes 33 . 33% 
6 no= 66.67% 
USES OF PERSONAL TYPEWRITING 
Number oi college senior females responding and percentages given 
(percentage ~f total college senior females). 
6 66.67Z personal letter 
-7- ---n-:=iB% outlines 
4 44.44% personal data sheet 
3 33.333 notes to friends 
5 55 . 56% addressing envelopes 
4 44.44% invitations 
(other) 
l ll . ll% class notes 
-1- ~~personal files 
7 
9 
~~7~7~·~7~8~% __ business letter 
100.00% formal reports 
(no footnotes) 
3 _ 3::c3e..:·:..:3:.o3"0'%_ ta bl es 
6 66 . 67% manuscripts 
(with footnotes) 
7 _._:7..:7_:·..:7..:8:"%"-o _b.ook reports 
4 44.44% announcemnts 
or the uses of ;:~· . .:: ;:y,o:::,,·:::.o::::- '· ..._ . ...; ,· . .:::: ....... ..:..: 
?Lovid~s eciuc~:ore, 
.:.::t ... c:cs, :J";-·icd . .:.c.:.ls, und rescarcr. l"'C.po~ts C:1 vnriOi.:.S .::..5~ ... -:!ccs o.2' ::t..! 
~;p::.\ ll.:'it.:r.J by sc.cn:1Cory o~·~d col .... :=!gi.:"tc. s~ude:r.ts, cs well as co:n?.:trisons 
o.: .:.: . ...: L.~c:; of pcrscr.al typm.rritl~~ within each grade. leval .:1nd se::-:c.:s . 
... :..::~..! . 'I'h.:.:::-2. t.,r.::s not, hcweve::-- , at at-cem;;t. co discuss or ex?.:.nC t:;.:L"'. ~h..; 
.::..v-:.:.r.cNal:3'J b2!.:v:;::.:=.n vc;::atio:w:l .1nci p2rS00..:1l-use typmvritir.g: course ecru:..:..::.~ 
-·18 ir.vc.st:i..g.:tion Has designed to clc~e:t-.-:.::r.~ the va:-im.:.s uses of 
--· ... ~.-.'::.:11 cy:JU·lLitir . .; by sccond.:1ry o.: d c oll~,;i.zte student:s. 
·~r:.'-' r.:;s ...... :n·ch indic at.z.d the need of instructing secondary ar.C 
..;_:. __ ... _;i.!ite students as to cer tain uses of 9ersonal typewriting, \·lhich 
~:~ ~~~tion~d in t~e find ings of ~his thesis. 
